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She’s never bowed to anyone, but he’s determined to have her on her knees.

Kara Hart has lusted over Drago Arrington, a ripped and powerful dragon shifter, since he first looked down
on her from his throne. With a war brewing, she chose to battle against his kind. That meant staying away
from the one man dominating her every desire - even though it’s left her completely at his mercy. When
Drago has a chance to have this strong-willed spitfire’s complete submission, he makes her a deal she can’t
refuse. Kara caves to the dark temptation warring within her and attempts to play a role she’s never dared to
fantasize before.

Little does she know this contract is very much one sided. Drago needs an heir and he’s convinced Kara will
give him exactly what he craves. It only takes one taste for him to realize she’s the greatest treasure he’s ever
owned; he’s not letting her go.

When the sparks kindling between them ignites to flames, will Kara realize she’s playing with fire? Or
will her struggle only end with her being the one to get burned?

This standalone novel contains a dominating dragon shifter that’s just as hot as he is protective. Guaranteed
happily ever after.

This book is a standalone, but features characters from the entire Shadow Falls series. If you’d like to start
from the beginning, please see the Author Note below to view the other books in the Shifters of Shadow
Falls series.
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From reader reviews:

Anthony Green:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also get a life style. This reading habit give
you lot of advantages. The benefits you got of course the knowledge your information inside the book that
improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what kind of e-book you read, if you
want have more knowledge just go with knowledge books but if you want feel happy read one having theme
for entertaining such as comic or novel. The actual Dragon's Heat is kind of publication which is giving the
reader capricious experience.

Noel Stevens:

The e-book untitled Dragon's Heat is the reserve that recommended to you to see. You can see the quality of
the guide content that will be shown to anyone. The language that author use to explained their ideas are
easily to understand. The author was did a lot of study when write the book, and so the information that they
share for you is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of Dragon's Heat from the publisher to
make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Billie Luster:

The actual book Dragon's Heat has a lot info on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of
advantage. The book was written by the very famous author. The author makes some research previous to
write this book. This kind of book very easy to read you will get the point easily after looking over this book.

Randolph Urban:

You could spend your free time to learn this book this reserve. This Dragon's Heat is simple bringing you
can read it in the park your car, in the beach, train in addition to soon. If you did not have much space to
bring the actual printed book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you much easier to read it. You can
save the actual book in your smart phone. Thus there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys
this book.
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